
PRESS RELEASE

Press briefing: Thursday 17th December at 2pm
Exhibition opening: Thursday 17th December at 6:30pm

First exhibition of this magnitude in France, the Frac 
Bretagne organize a monographic exhibition on Peter 
Hutchinson from December 18th to February 28th 2016, 
curated by Gilles A. Tiberghien.

Peter Hutchinson, Looking from my Garden to Giverny and on to the French Alps, 1991, 

Collection Frac Limousin. Photo : Arnaud Fabre © Peter A. Hutchinson

Born in England in 1930, Peter Hutchinson is an historical 
figure of the art world, one of the leading personalities of 
the Land Art (or Earth Art) at the end of the sixties. 
Hutchinson work is characterized by a singular interest for 
the living and ecological issues that has him considered as 
a precursor. With a botanist background and destined for 
agricultural studies, Hutchinson comes pretty late in the 
art world where he befriend Robert Smithson, Nancy Holt, 
Sol LeWitt, Vito Acconci, Denis Oppenheim. Discreet, even 
marginal, he still took part in important exhibitions such as 
Ocean Project at the MoMA with Denis Oppenheim or 
Ecological Art in John Gibson gallery in New York.  

Since 1973, Hutchinson is often identified to Narrative Art, 
developed by John Gibson, a movement in which one of the 
most famous figures in France is Jean Le Gac. In the 
meantime, he kept up with an activity of sculptor, creating 
multi-dimensional object evoking landscapes or science-fiction,  
a genre which with Robert Smithson he enjoyed and 
remains a real source of inspiration. 
At last his interest for botanic and organic is constant 
since his underwater experimentations or his 
decompositions and molds, of which the work on the 
Paricutin volcano in 1971 is the most famous episode, up 
to his numerous collages often inspired by pictures taken 
in his Provincetown garden.

The exhibition will be starting with the evocation of the 
artist garden reproduced in a 1/1 scale on the walls of the 
first gallery and will address all the main aspects of his work.

To accompany this event, a book will be published by the 
Gilles Fage editions, under the direction of Gilles A. 
Tiberghien. It will be composed of several originals of the 
artist, some texts by Camille Paulhan, Alexandre Quoi, and 
an interview with Gilles A. Tiberghien will be completing a 
portrait of this artist whose first artwork was and still is in 
a way, a garden.

Curator and set designer: Gilles A. Tiberghien

OPENING TIME 
12.00 pm - 7.00 pm, Tuesday to Sunday 
Closed on 25th December and 1st January

ADMISSION FEES
3 € / 2 € (Concession)
Free : 26 and under, members of «Les Amis du Frac Bretagne» and 
every first sunday of each month

PRESS CONTACT
Aurore Delebarre / aurore.delebarre@fracbretagne.fr  
Tel. +33 (0)2 99 84 46 08
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Le Frac Bretagne reçoit le soutien du Conseil régional de Bretagne, du ministère  
de la Culture et de la Communication (DRAC Bretagne) et de la Ville de Rennes.  
Le Frac Bretagne est membre des réseaux Platform, Regroupement des Fonds 
régionaux d’art contemporain et ACB, Art contemporain en Bretagne.


